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The conduction of electrical impulses along a nerve axon was described 
by Hodgkin and Huxley [8]. On physiological grounds, it is expected that 
the voltage travels along the nerve with little distortion of the shape 
and amplitude, and at nearly constant speed, except when the nerve is 
stimulated below a certain threshold, in which case the signal is damped 
out and no information is transmitted. 
The mathematical problem is to classify the traveling waves and steady 
states, and to prove that solutions of appropriate initial size and shape 
converge to one of these special solutions. The difficulty of the equations 
proposed by Hodgkin and Huxley has led to the introduction of simpler 
models of nerve conduction. The first simplification was suggested by 
FitzHugh [6], who found a good model in a class of Van der Pol 
oscillators. Following this idea, Nagumo et al. [ 111 used an electric circuit 
to simulate a nerve axon. The propagation of pulses in this circuit is 




where 0 < a < & E 2 0, S > 0. The Nagumo equation U, = u,, + u( 1 - U) 
(U - a) corresponds to E = 0, u = 0 in (1). This equation has 3 relevant 
stationary solutions: P, E 0, U2 3 1, and a standing wave w(x). The constant 
states are stable, while the standing wave is a saddle of index 1. It is shown 
that if u,, E H’( - co, co) is positive and even, and u,(x, i) is the solution 
starting at cu,,(x), then there are multipliers C, <C* such that u,(x, t) 
decays to 0 if O<c<C,, u,(x, t) + W(X) for C, < c< C*, and u,(x, t) 
expands to 1 if c > C*. For the class of initial data considered here there 
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is no gap: C, = C*, so that the stable manifold of the standing wave is the 
level suface C= 1. Moreover, the critical multiplier C is a smooth func- 
tional of class C’. It is also shown that the decay and the convergence to 
the standing wave take place in the H’ norm. The picture of the nonlinear 
flow is shown in Fig. 1. 
Fife [3] has studied the convergence to stationary solutions for a special 
class of initial data. 
The approach to this problem was motivated by the results of McKean 
and Moll [lo] for the piecewise linear model introduced by McKean [9], 
where the cubic is replaced by the term --u + H(u - a), H being the 
Heaviside step function. McKean and Moll proved the above results by 
analyzing the behavior of solutions along rays determined by symmetrically 
falling initial data that vanish at infinity. In this case, the convergence 
to stationary solutions is controlled by the behavior of the median m(t) 
defined by u(m(t), t) = a. This free boundary can be studied by means of an 
integral equation, due to the special form of the nonlinearity. 
The Nagumo equation is defined by a gradient vector field. The stabiliza- 
tion is obtained by studying the energy of the system, which is dissipated 
along trajectories. 
The situation described here for the real line is the same as for the 
Dirichlet problem on a finite interval C-L, L] studied in [7]. The main 
difference is technical: the trajectories of the Nagumo equation on the 
whole line are compact in the C* topology but not in H’. 
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The results presented in this paper support McKean’s conjecture that the 
Nagumo flow and the piecewise linear flow have similar phase portraits. It 
is an interesting open problem to prove that there is such a similarity. As 
far as I know, the only result in this direction (for heat equations) appears 
in Nikolenko [ 123, where it is shown the existence of an analytic change 
of variables that transforms the Nagumo equation into its linear part 
around the zero solution, for values of the middle root a that are poorly 
approximated by rationals. This assumption is needed to avoid problems of 
small divisors; however, one should be able to find linearizing changes of 
variables under more general circumstances. 
1. LINEAR ANALYSIS 
The Nagumo equation has a solitary wave w(x), that is, a wave solution 
with a single hump and satisfying w( + co) = 0. The speed is c = 0, so it is 
a standing wave. It can be computed explicitly by integration: 
w(x) = 3[Jm cosh(ax) + (1 + l/a)] -‘. 
Fife [4] showed the existence of a neighborhood U of W(X) in L” and 
a family of initial data tending to the standing wave, such that the corre- 
sponding solutions leave U at some later time, thus establishing the 
instability of w(x). It will be shown that there is exactly one unstable 
direction. 
Let q(x) =f’(w(x)), then Q = d2/dx2 + q(x) defines a self-adjoint 
operator on L2( - co, co). Since q(x) + --a exponentially fast as 1x1 -+ co, 
the equation Qu = Iv has solutions behaving like e+ px as 1 x 1 + co. 
These solutions are bounded for 1~ --a, indicating that ( - co, -a] is the 
continuous spectrum. For Re ,l> --a, there are solutions u;(x) - efiX, 
I;_&= as x + -co, and solutions VT, u: with similar behavior 
as x--, +co, then 
u;(x, A) = Cl@) 0:(x, n) + c,(A) uZ(x, A), 
where c,(n), c,(i) are analytic functions of 1. The eigenvalues of Q are 
given by the roots of cl(n) =O, which is a finite set as q(x) is uniformly 
bounded. 
The presence of the trivial eigenvalue A = 0 reflects the invariance of the 
equation under translations. Since the corresponding eigenfunction w’ 
vanishes once, it follows that Q has exactly one positive eigenvalue. 
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2. GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND REGULARITY 
The initial value problem 
u, = u,, + u( 1 - U)( U - a), -co<x<uz 
u(x, 0) = 240(x) EH’( - 00, co) 
can be solved in H’ for all t > 0. The existence of solutions for a short time 
is proved by Picard iteration. The a priori bounds of solutions in the L” 
norm, which are obtained from the maximum principle, are used in the 
equation to estimate the L2 norm of the solution and its derivatives: 
IIu(t)llL2<Mekf, with similar bounds for the derivatives. This establishes 
the global existence. The bounds in H’ are not uniform in time since 
solutions could expand to 1. 
3. COLLAPSE 
Consider a non-negative initial datum u0 E H’( - a, co), and let u,(x, t) 
be the solution with u,(x, 0) = cu,(x). Taking c small enough we can 
achieve cur,(x) < a, < a for all x, and by the maximum principle 
where p(x, y, t) denotes the fundamental solution of the free heat equation 
on the real line. It follows from the Schwarz’ inequality that 
II u,(t)llL2 < hfepk’. Since u= u, solves u,= u,,+f’(~,) u and u,(x, t) +O 
uniformly in x, we also get 11 (au,/ax)(t)[[ Lo < MeKk’, showing that solutions 
corresponding to small initial data collapse. 
4. EXPANSION 
In this part we will make use of the following result, taken from Aronson 
and Weinberger [ 11: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let U(x; L) be a solution of u” +f(u) = 0, u( + L) = 0, 
and let u(x, t) be a solution of the Nugumo equation such that u(x, 0) 2 ii(x) 
for XE C-L, L], then lim,, o. u(x, t) = 1. 
To get the possibility of expansion, we assume that u,,> 0 on 
C-L,, L,], where L, is the smallest value of L for which there are non- 
trivial stationary solutions of the Dirichlet problem on C-L, L]. See 
Smoller [13]. Let U(X) be the stationary solution satisfying U( f L,) =O. 
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The inequality cu,(x) > ti(x) on C-L,, L,] can be achieved by choice of c, 
and u,(x, t) + 1 as t t co by Proposition 1. 
Therefore, we can define I, = {c: u,(x, t) -+ 0}, I, = {c: u,(x, t) -+ 1 }, 
C, = sup Z,,, C* = inf I,, so that C, d C*, u,(x, t) collapses if c < C,, and 
it expands for c > C*. 
5. CONVERGENCE TO THE STANDING WAVE 
The next step is to show that u,(x, t) + w(x) for C, < c < C*. To do this 
it is convenient to introduce the energy 
Q(u) = j- [$(u’)* -F(u)] dx 
-‘x 
defined for UE H’, where F(u) =J;lf(s) ds. This energy decreases along 
trajectories of the Nagumo flow as an easy calculation shows. 
For any initial datum u0 E H’, the energy either tends to - co, or else has 
a finite limit. We will show that the first possibility implies that the solution 
expands. This was proved by Fife [3] for initial data with 2 crossings of 
the level a. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let uOe H’( - 00, co) be such that @(u(t))1 - 00 as 
t r 03, then u(x, t) --, 1 uniformly on compact sets. 
Proof. To simplify notation, it will be assumed that a,, is an even 
function. The same argument works in the general case. The strategy is to 
compare the solution u(x, t) with some stationary solution of the Dirichlet 
problem. 
Take m > 1 such that sup,,< ,< m 1 u( t)l o. + 1 u,( t)l co < m. Choose t, so 
large that 
woN=Jm c’ ‘( 2u, x, to) - F(u(x, t,))] dx < -2m(m* - 2F(a)) = -C, -02 
and such that u(x, to) < k2 for all x, where ~~ is the largest root of F(u) = 0. 
Fix L, > L, so that JL”, [$2(x, to) + I F(u(x, &,))I] dx < C/4, then 
I oL’ [$u;(x, to) - F(u(x, to))] dx < 2. 
Let 6 = (l/m) u(L,, to), and define U,,(X) on [0, L] by the formula 
%(X) = 
4x3 to) if O<x<L, 
4L, toI-4x-L) if L,dx<L, 
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where L = L, + 6. It follows from the choice of m and 6 that v*(x) < u(x, fO) 
for 0 <x < L. Moreover, u0 E HA( - L, L) when u0 is extended as an even 
function. Let u(x, t) be the solution of the Nagumo equation on C-L, L] 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions and u(x, 0) = u,,(x). By the maximum 
principle, u(x, t) < 24(x, t+ to) for 1 x 1 < L, t > 0. Since 
dx 
< -;+F(m2-2F(a))=O, 
it follows that u(x, t) + U,(x; L) as t t cc, where U,(x; L) is the outer 
stationary solution. See [7]. This shows that u(x, t) 2 ii,(x; L,) for 
1x1 <L, and t large enough, hence U(X, t + to) 2 U,(x; L,) for 1x1 <L,. 
Now we can apply Proposition 1 to obtain the desired conclusion, The 
proof is finished. 
The analysis of solutions corresponding to critical initial data is next. 
Consider a solution u,(x, t) with u,(x, 0) = cue(x) and C, < c < C*. Take a 
sequence t, + co, and define u,(x, t) = u,(x, t + 2,). The a priori bounds of 
solutions in the L” norm allow us to proceed as in [7] to get the existence 
of a trajectory U(x, t) such that u,(x, t) + U(x, t) in the C2 topology as 
n t co. It follows from Proposition 2 and the definition of I, that @(u,(t)) 
is bounded below. By Lemma 6 of Fife [3], U is a stationary solution. 
Since [0, l] is an attracting region for the equation, 0 < ii(x) < 1 for 
- co <xc c/3. Therefore the only possibilities are ii E 0, ii = 1, U = a, or 
U(x) = w(x). The first two are ruled out by the definition of IO and I,. To 
get the convergence to the standing wave, it will be assumed that u. has a 
finite number of maxima and minima. That there is no loss of generality in 
doing this follows upon noticing that solutions U(X, t) are analytic in x for 
t > 0. Let p(x, t) = (l/&i%) e-xZi4r be the fundamental solution of the free 
heat equation on the real line, then 
The first term in the right hand side is an analytic function of z = x + iy, 
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and so are the convolutions in the second integral, as long as s < t. If y is 
any closed curve and E > 0, then 
s 
r cc 
u(z, t) dz= ff I p(z - 5, t - s)f( u( 5, s)) dt ds dz = O(E). Y y f--E --a: 
It follows from Morera’s Theorem that U(Z, t) is analytic. 
The next task is to show the impossibility of convergence to ti~a. 
Assume contrariwise that U(X, t + t,) -+a in C* as n+co. By Lemma1 
of Fife [3], the number of crossings of the level a does not increase, 
and by Theorem 3.2 of Fife-McLeod [S], m( (x: u,(x, t) > u}) is bounded 
independently of t, as is 1 F(u,(x, t))l . Fix L > 0, and define A,(t) = 
{x>L:u(x,t+r,)~u}, B,(t)=(L, a)\A,(t), then 
$‘(u(t + t,)) = JboL [fu;(x, t + t,) - F(u(x, t + t,))] dx 
+ t,r, +6,f,) [+u:(x, t + t,) - F(u(x, t + t,))] dx 
I Ftutx, t + t,))l dx. 
Now it is clear that the energy can be made arbitrarily large by taking L 
and n large enough. This contradiction shows that u,(x, t) + w(x) in the C* 
topology as t t co. 
The final step is to show that the convergence to the standing wave takes 
place in H’. To do this let u(x, t) = (l/.s)(u(x, t) - w(x)), then 
1 1 
0, = - 24, = - (u,, +f(u)) = u, +f’(w) u + (1 + a - 3w) &U2 - E2U3. 
E & 
(2) 
Take L so large that f’(w(x)) < -u/2 for 1 x I> L, then, for such values 
of x, 
00, = uu,, +f’( w) u* + &I?( 1 + a - 3w) 0 - &U2) 
=s vu, - f u2 + &U2[ (1 + a - 3w) u], 
from which it develops the inequality 
-$ tilt) G -4L t) u,(L, t) - (a - EC) $(t), 
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where $(t)=lF $v*(x, t) dx, and C=(l +a)~up,~,,, lu(t)lm is a 
constant independent of t. Choosing E < a/K we get 
-$ ICl(r) G -u(L t) u,w, t) -; Jl(r). 
Since u(L, t), u,(L, t) + 0 as t t co, it follows that 1: u2(x, t) dx + 0. This 
shows that 11 u(t)11 Lo + 0 as t t co, i.e., u,(x, t) + W(X) in L* for C, <c < C*. 
From 
u3(x, t) = 3 [;, u*(l, t) u,(t, t) 4 
we see that U(X, t) + w(x) uniformly in x. At this point we can proceed as 
in [7] to show that there is no gap: C, = C*. Moreover, the argument 
given there to establish the Cl-smoothness of the critical multiplier can be 
adapted to cover the present situation. Therefore, the stable manifold of the 
standing wave is the smooth level surface C= 1. 
To prove that the convergence takes place in H’ set cp = ux, write down 
the equation for cp: 
q, = cpxx +f’(w) cp + E[2( 1 + a - 3w) u - 3&u*] ql 
+f”(W) w’u - &3W’U2, 
and notice that it can be handled as Eq. (2). 
6. AMPLIFICATION 
If we drop the assumption of symmetry of uO, then u,(x, t) converges to 
a translate of the standing wave for C, < c < C*. If c0 E [C,, C*] and 
u,,(x, t) -, w(x - ml, then, u,(m, 1) + w(0) = rc, the peak of the standing 
wave. For c E Cc,,, C*] we have u,(m, t) 2 u,(m, t) + K, hence u,(x, t) --f 
w(x-mm), that is, m depends on u,, only. Moreover, the argument for even 
initial data shows that, in the present situation, u,(x, t) + w(x - m) in H’ 
for C,<c<C*. 
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